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Introduction

1. African states have not evolved a continental air

transport policy. However, some attempts havo been made to

harmonize the national policies of various states. At trhe

continental level there are the Lagos plan of ret ion and the

AFCAC Declaration of General Policv in thp ^ield of Civil

Aviation.

h. Lagos Plan of Action

2. In adopting that declaration, the Heads of state and

Government recognized the need to take urqent action to

provide the political support necessary for the success of

the measures to achieve the? goals of rapid sel f-reliance and

self -sustaining development and economic growth and aareed

to;

i) promote individually and collect? velv +-hp

economic and social development and

inteqration of their economies with a va r=w

to achieving an increasing measure of

self-sufficiency and self-sustainment;

ii) establish national, subreaional and recrional

institutions which will facilitate the

attainment of self-relianoe and

self-sustainment j

iii) more specifically, they committeed

themselves individually and collectively to:

a) qive an important p3 ar.^ to the field of

human resources development bv starting

to eleminate illiteracy;

b) put. so! enoe ^nd technology in the

servi ce of development by reinforcing

the autonomous rapacity of their

countries in this field;

c) implement completely the oroarammes for

the United Nations transport. and

Communications Decade for

d) develop indigenous entrepreneurship.

technical manpower and technology cal

abilities to enable thei r peoples to

assume greater responsibili ty for the

achivement of individual and collective

development aoals;
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e) take into account the dimension of

the future in the elaboration of

dPveloDment nlans including studies

and measures aimed at achieving a

rapid socio-economi c tr?nsformati on

of the States.

3. In paragraph 2 ui, c) the Declaration explicitly refers

to the development of transport in Africa of which air

transport is an important part.

4. The Declaration of General Policy in the Field of r*ivi1

Aviation adopted by the CWJ Summit i n Freetown i n June

1980 in Resolution CM/ResA<04 (XXXV) defined basi c

principles for African Statesf individual and collectivp

action in the field of civil aviation, ^ho implementation

of the Declaration tvas entrusted to AFO^C whos^ activities

cover three main areas reflecting the broad lines as set

out in the Declaration namelv s

1. technical fields

2. the economic field

3. technical co-operation

5. Since its adoptionf the Declaration has been considered

as the basis of AFCAO5 s work proaramme in various civi1

aviation fields, namely:

a) the harmonization of training oroarammes and

licensing procedures for technical personnel;

b) meetina training reauirements and initiatina

funding activities aiming at implementi ng

training structures at nati onal and

multinational levels;

c) the regulation of African air services based on

bilateral air services aare^ments with limited

application;

d) the establishment of the African Hr ^ari ff

Conference, whose activities governed v>v a

convention signed in December 1°>Q.O should

reconcile profitability reauirements with the

tariffs trends to promote traffic bearina in

mind nationa1 interests, factors connected with

restructuring the network and the appropriate

co-operative activity es between airlines;

e) the establishment of a co-ordinated network of

aircraft maintenance and overhaul centres with
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a view to reducing operating costs and ensurinq a higher
return on investment and promoting highly skilled iobs;

f) financing aeronautical activities notablv
through the African Development Bank;

g) evolving of basic principles for the poolina of
efforts and the establishment of multinational
airlines.

II. Shortcomings of current policies

6. While the objectives of the current policies are
commendable, their implementation has met with some
difficulties. The difficulties basicallv arise from the
importance that governments attached to havina their own
national carriers which resulted in a protectionist
attitude. ' Surprisingly/ thus protectionist attitude
applied more against African airlines than foreign
carriers. Also States have not followed or implemented

various recommendations formulated by several

international and African organizations. As a result
intra-African cooperation and air network development
leave much to be desired.

7. Additionally, the policies did not envisage the
regulatory development which posed the megres threats to
small airlines of developing nations.

III. Need for and elements of a new

African Aeronautical policy

8. Deregulation in the United States and liberalisation of
air transport in European are here to stay. In the face of
these challenges, Africa needs to draw up a coherent and
concerted aeronautical policy, lest most of the airlines

of the region disappear from the international scene, or
become feeder airlines of the foreign mega carriers. In
such a situation, the latter would sooner or later, impose
their choice of the African airports to serve and disrupt
the orderly development of the intra-Africa air network
and African air transport in general.

9. in view of the fact that other regions of the world are
taking steps to meet these challenges, it is necessary for
Africa to adopt a coherent and concerted aeronautical
policy which is based on the following principles:

-the grouping or merging of airlines in order to
colate bigger and thus more competitive carriers.
Such groupings or mergers could be on a recrional
basis, on the basis of economic compatibility or on
the basis of any other affinity;
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-the barmonisation of aeronautical policies within

the framework of the chosen basis of intearation

(regional? economic,- voluntary association);

-the elimination of all traffic restrictions within
the same groupinq;

-the "joint negotiation of air service agreements

countries of other reqions. The responsibilities

for such necrotiation could be entrusted to an

inter-governmental organization comprising the
states involved in a grouping of airlines;

-the granting of preferential treatment to other

African groupings in matters of traffic riahts and

frequency of services with the aim of promoting

inter-regional air transport;

-the establishment of an African computer

reservations system using satellite communication ;

-the establishment of regional aircraft maintenance

and overhaul centres in Africa;

-the harmonisation of personal licensing and

aircraft certification procedures;

-the joint purchase, leasina and insurance of
aircraft;

-a common tariff policy

10. An African aeronautical policv based on the above
principles is likely to encounter several obstacles which
will need to be overcome. Among them ares

(a) The over-emphasis of Sovereignty ;

African countries have only recently attained

independence and thus, still iealouslv guard their

, sovereignty. One of the manifestations of this

phenomenon is the insistence by Civil Aviation

Administration negotiators on their countries :

sovereign rights, particularly as regards traffic
. rights

Non-African states often emphasize the sovereignty
of African States so as to frustrate any African

attempts at cooperation and harmonisation of

aeronautical policies.

Generally, states consider their airlines as an

extension of their sovereignty and the svmbol of

their national identity. Consequently, they tend to

protect these airlines even then they are not
economically viable:
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11. A grouping or merger in the neron^utirnl field js onlv

possible when .there is strong political will and

commitment to cooperation.

12. nihe over-emohasis of

way for the acceptance of

economic realities.

sovereiantv must

cooperation in

therefore

the face of

(b)

13.

Personnel licensina and certification

procedures

At present .African countries follow different

national policies with regard to personnel licensina and

aircraft certification,, ^hese policies are most often an

adaptation of policies of former colonial p

14„ In order to avoid discrepancies

are an impediment to the grounina

necessary to harmonize or stand*»

legislation.

1n procedures whi ch

of airlinesr it is

ze different national

(c) Problems of Foreian exchanae

15. The disparity of currencies and particularlv the

non-convertibility of some is another imp^diinpnt to t^e

grouping or mergihq of airlines. The revenue earned in one

country needs to be transferred +-o the count.rv of1 an

airline so that it can have the foreian exchanae with

which to purchase equipment.

16. There must be clearing svstems and measures to

safeguard the groupings especially in case of devaluation.

(d Financial situation and size of present airlines

17. Because Africsn airlines varv in size? the smaller

ones have a fear of ioining multinational qroupinas or

merging with the biager ones as thev see thi s as leading

to their Being swallowed up bv the biqger ones and hence

disappearing.

18„ Another obstacle in the wav of mergers is the

reluctance of airlines operatina at a profit comina

together with those that are operating at a loss.

19. In order to pave the wav for the mercrina of airlines,

the non-profitable airlines need to be re-oraani zed so

that they will be better manaaed and put on a better

financial footing.

(e) Jobs
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airlines merge because recruitment will be solelv on me>-ite

21. This fact needs to be appreciated so that it is not

allowed to be an obstacle to the meraina of airlines.

(f ) Interference of governments in the management

of airlines

22. In view of the strategic nature of civil aviation and

the important role plaved bv airlines, Government often

exert pressure on them in the selection of sta^f and

aircraft as well as in tbo day-to-day manaqement. ^hese

practices must stop in order, to permit, airline management

to take initiative and exercise their responsibility.

(g) Establishment of central or joint air rights

portfolio and aeronautical policy management

■ authorities

23. The establishment of a common aeronaut.! cal policv

requires support from and consultations among governments.

For this puroose, it would be desirable to set up a

central aeronautical authority on the same basis as that

on which the multjnational air]ine is created (ie.

subregional, on the basis of economic compatibility or on

the basis of rnv other affinity). National aeronautical

authorities could, assume the role of a ioint 'authority on

a rotating basis.

(h) The establishment of Common Mr ^oace

24.- Member States must, within the context of their

airline grouping. . establish, a common airsoace anc* adopt a

common policv on such issues as traffic and th«=> ' exchange

of traffic with other grouoings in Africa as well as with

countries in other regions of the world.

(i) Political' Commitment of states

25. A common policv cannot succeed without the oolitical

commitment of States. Consequently, community structures

and the elements of the common policy should ^e reflected

in national policies and structures.




